Alfredo Volpi: at the crossroads of modernity by Asbury, Michael
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1Galeria Marilia Razuk and Galeria de Arte 
Almeida e Dale proudly announce their  
participation in the 7th edition of Frieze 
Masters, scheduled to take place October 
4–7, 2018, in The Regent’s Park, London. 
The joint presentation will focus on 
works by Brazilian artist Alfredo Volpi 
as part of Spotlight, which presents 
recognized bodies of works by 20th-century 
revolutionary figures of the avant-garde 
around the world. In 2018, Spotlight is 
again curated by Toby Kamps (Blaffer Art 
Museum, University of Houston).
The booth will include an accurate selection 
of artworks from the 1950's and 1960's, 
considered the most relevant period of 
the Brazilian painter. Alfredo Volpi was a 
self-taught artist with a humble background, 
widely considered one of the most import-
ant artists in the history of Brazilian 20th 
century art. His paintings often depart from 
everyday scenes, that often turn into com-
pletely abstract landscapes. Galeria Marilia 
Razuk and Galeria de Arte Almeida e Dale 
have been working intensely for the interna-
tional dissemination of the work of the most 
consecrated modern Brazilian artists.
Frieze Masters
Spotlight
London 2018
ALFREDO 
VOLPI
Lucca, Italy 1896 –  
São Paulo, Brazil 1988
3The Brazilian painter, Alfredo Volpi, is 
more than a ĳPaulistaĴ from São Paulo  
Ī he hails from its industrial immigrant 
district of ambuci. He was not born in 
this neighbourhood, but in Lucca, Italy, 
in 1896. chen he was eighteen months 
old, his êmilyĪan Italian couple with 
three childrenĪsettled in ambuci. >f 
São PauloƄs old neighbourhoods, it is one 
of the few to have resisted progress.  or 
this reason, its former appearance remains 
largely unchanged. 
His êther tried his hand at several small 
businesses but, in São Paulo as in Lucca, 
he was never a success. At siÜteen, the 
young Alfredo started working in con-
struction as an apprentice muralist. How-
ever, after elementary school, he worked 
as a woodcarver, then as a bookbinder , 
while his third profession was ultimately 
the one that made him. chen he joined 
the profession, the pure Art 8ouveau ĳ 
oralĴ style prevailed among its masters. 
The year was 1912. 
 rom the day he began carrying pots and 
buckets of water and whitewash, as well 
as brushes and ladders for his superiors, 
Alfredo Volpi was always a conscientious 
apprentice. He learned how to miÜ paint 
and listened attentively to the masters’ 
VOLPI, 
1924-1957 
by Msrio Pedrosa
>riginally published as 
ĳVolpi, 1924–1957,Ĵ in Volpi, 
1924–1957, eÜh. cat. (Rio 
de /aneiroĕ Museu de Arte 
Moderna, /une 1957). 
ven regarding the geometric forms and 
subjects of his most recent paintings, 
he tells usĕ ĳiou never know where the 
elements come fromĴ. They come from 
everywhere, and he makes triangles from 
weather vanes, circles from domes, and 
rectangles from little paper 
flags.  or this healthy, jovial, happy man 
with many adopted children, a wife, and 
cheeõul daughter, with dogs and cats that 
freely crossed his threshold through the 
little gate leading off his ½uiet street, life 
was truly the supreme teacher. 
>ne may search his work for the influence 
of renowned modern or old masters. He 
definitely never opened a foreign art mag-
azine to study photographic reproductions 
of Picasso, Matisse, Renoir, Van Gogh or 
Gauguin. In êct, he never needed to seek 
his solutions in others, nor from within (he 
is unpretentious) but from around him, in 
the simple beings that surrounded him, in 
children (who he said always surprise us), 
everyday things and tasks. 
 or a time, his companion and friend was a 
popular painter from Itanham called Sou-
za, from whose landscapes Volpi may have 
learned to separate the essential from the 
accessoryĠ one hue from another. Souza 
and Volpi often painted together on the 
beaches of Itanham. Souza was a simple 
man. He died in the way he started outĕ a 
popular painterĠ today, we say a ĳprimi-
tiveĴ. Volpi also continued to be what he 
had always beenĪa conscientious, simple 
craftsman, even now as his ême grows 
and he is on the way to becoming BrazilƄs 
leading contemporary painter and is, at 
any rate, the artist who catapulted the me-
dium into the future, where it is achieving 
a transcendence never before attained in 
Brazilian art. And he attains the eÜtremes 
of abstract rationalization, so-called on-
cretist painting, with no loss of witĠ under 
his brush, the most rigorous geometric 
subjects are sensitized by a use of colour 
that functions with precision, purity, and a 
luminous vibration tempered by a touch of 
unmistakably personal lyricism. 
chen, in around 1912, he began to paint 
ĳfor his own amusementĴ, ubism was 
all the rage in Paris. By 1922, at the time 
of the Modern Art ceek at São Paulo’s Te-
atro Municipal, Volpi already had ten years 
of pictorial eÜperience. However, within 
the capital’s suburban circles he already 
shined. Perhaps this eÜplains why the 
event went unnoticed by him, despite how 
scandalous the manifestations through 
which modernism descended upon the 
sleepy São Paulo of the timeĪthe very 
same city that Msrio de Andrade called 
Paulicia desvairada ĦDelirious City], in 
the throes of a literary ecstasy. Volpi the 
decorator knew nothing of the eÜistence 
of these great cosmopolitan names of 
intellectuals and artists, while they were 
oblivious to the eÜistence of the com-
mon glory of ambuci. Msrio de Andrade 
and Volpi did not meet or appreciate one 
another until later, when they would drink 
together until ĳplastered.Ĵ 
In the young VolpiƄs eyes, two types of 
painting did not eÜist, nor was there any 
division between modernists and tra-
ditionalistsĠ there was only painting. 
And when, at the first show in which his 
canvases appeared with others and were 
classified as ĳImpressionistĴ he was taken 
aback. Surely as surprised as M. /ourdain 
teachings when they told him to thicken 
the paint or thin it, so the oil could be 
applied more smoothly.  rom the outset 
he was working with walls, preparing, 
plastering and whitewashing them. And 
his academy was truly the primitive, good 
school of the wall painterĠ in no time, the 
young Volpi was promoted to ĳdecoratorĴ 
a title he bore with genuine pride for a 
long time and which allowed him to take 
on jobs of his own. 
In these authentic, simple surroundings in 
which tradition reigned and the mastery of 
a good trade was still respected, aesthetic 
issues were resolved by themselvesĕ every 
age has its decorative tenets. As mentioned 
above, his was the age of Art 8ouveau 
and subject matter never varied, where all 
depended on who had commissioned the 
workĕ if the client was Italian, decoration 
had to be in the Renaissance style, but if 
 rench or Brazilian, it had to be Louis hV, 
while the Turks could not do without the 
ĳMoorishĴ style. A good contractor, Volpi 
met his clientsƄ needs to the letter. 
Almost nothing remains of these decora-
tions commissioned according to the taste 
of the period and customerĕ the eÜplosive 
progress of São Paulo razed to the ground 
most of the homes he had painted. These 
were old-êshioned villas and mini palaces 
in which the prospering owner insisted 
on having wall decorations in keeping 
with the dwelling’s character. Today, arid 
skyscrapers devoid of êntasy and in which 
space is parsimoniously used stand where 
those old, rarely beautiful, but almost al-
ways comfortable and invariably spacious 
houses, once eÜisted. However, in his old 
ambuci we discovered an old house in 
the  lorentine style, where he had dec-
orated the dining room with classical 
Greco-Roman motifs and a ceiling over a 
staircase in the Baro½ue style, with angels 
parading across the heavens or leaning 
over parapets. 
iears later, when Volpi, by then aware of 
the eÜistence of other types of painting, 
began to distinguish himself as an easel 
painter, a spiteful Frenchman called him 
ĳthe decorator from ambuciĴ. Volpi paid 
him no mind. But in its popularly authentic 
sense, the title is truly noble. Indeed, be-
fore his name became known outside his 
neighbourhoodĪthat is, throughout the 
cosmopolitan city centre, Rio, Brazil and 
even abroadĪVolpi was already a celebrity 
in his native ambuci. 
He was siÜteen when he began to paint at 
home for fun. His notion of ĳarts paintingĴ 
was to paint for his own amusement on 
small, cheap canvases, rather than being 
paid to paint on the walls of others. It was 
then that he eÜperienced his earliest ĳin-
fluencesĴĕ the lad would stroll along near-
by streets or neighbourhoods, stopping 
at certain doors or gates to appreciate the 
landscapes of entrances to homes, terrac-
es and porches. He found them amusing. 
Thus, it was the anonymous painters of 
these ĳentrancesĴ who were his masters. 
Indeed, this never changed for himĕ even 
in his last Geometric-Concretist period, 
the artist refused to separate what belongs 
to a school from what does not, what is 
erudite from what is not erudite, what one 
learns ĳthrough teachingĴ from what is 
learned without knowing howĪfrom life, 
for eÜample. 
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after realizing that ĳvolume destroys co-
lour.Ĵ In his artisan’s overalls, the colourist 
emerges ever more demanding. His planes 
free themselves from illusionistic conven-
tion and become truly concrete on suõace 
planes. The series begin and lead him to 
the total abandonment of any figurative 
suggestion. In his seascapes, sea and sky 
disappear in coloured bands, the roofs 
of houses become triangles, slopes and 
streets are transformed into rectangles 
and windows into s½uares. Lines that 
previously served as contours of an ap-
parently sloppy and simple though feigned 
elegance, areas of colour or now-autono-
mous figures, all tend toward linearity, and 
a delectable graphism appearsĪingenu-
ously primitive in nature yet, at the same 
time, highly refinedĪas if in a calligraphy 
of ĳbadly drawn lines.Ĵ 
Volpi disguises his eÜtreme artisanal refine-
mentĪand no master of Brazilian painting 
surpasses him in technical masteryĠ he is 
able to paint in all genres and styles, and 
he as at home with the old resources of 
academic painting. He is as capable of 
giving us a peõectly academic nude as he 
is of surprising us with an admirably crafted 
and technically precise Madonna in the 
pure style of the Italian pre-Renaissance. 
This outsider from ambuci is also a creator 
of the mythical Brazilian mulatto woman, 
which Ħmilianoħ Di avalcanti inaugurated 
in Brazilian painting. In an evocative sug-
gestion, the children of the owner of  igura 
entre cortinas Ħ igure among the curtainsħ 
named it ĳ8ga  ul³.Ĵ 
Many still refer to him as a ĳprimitive.Ĵ  
If by this they mean that his affinities lean 
toward the Italian ĳprimitives,Ĵ I agree.  
tion. cith them, he was able to see his 
eÜperiment through to the end.  The young 
artists who follow him today must begin at 
another, êr more complicated levelĕ that 
of modern industry with its mechanical 
instruments, new synthetic or plastic ma-
terials, so that, with these, they may attain 
a visuality beyond that of the pure Volpian 
suõaces with their burning checkerboards 
or the êscinating diagonals of his sui ge-
neris ĳoncretism.Ĵ 
The current show seeks to impart a sense 
of the complete works in order to highlight 
his various different phases. It begins with 
a sort of naive Impressionism and is fol-
lowed by a Post-Impressionist modality in 
which the representation of things begins 
to be subordinated to a need to structure 
the composition. Another eÜperience is 
defined by a certain preference for social 
themes. The figures are then heavily laid 
on w la zanne, and the almost predomi-
nant chiaroscuro disappears little by little 
giving way to a play of chromatic shades 
that begin to build the composition. Im-
pressionist— or atmospheric—landscapes 
and thematic figures lose their modelling 
and a painting consisting of coloured 
planes emerges.  inally devoid of mod-
elling, colour becomes the protagonist of 
his canvases. iet here and there, sombre, 
mysterious hues and the charged atmo-
sphere of certain old landscapes resemble 
the Ħ>swaldoħ Goeldi of haunted houses 
and ravens. It is curious, this atmospher-
ic affinity Volpi displays at times with the 
printmaking grandson of Ħdvardħ Munch. 
Bit by bit, after a brief eÜperiment with 
painting still based on volume, the artist 
banishes any hint of three-dimensionality 
manship of stonemasons and foremen to the 
level of modern architecture in which those 
who deal with painter-artists are architects, 
themselves artists. 
Volpi’s art bears all the marks of this evo-
lution, throughout the long years of hon-
est, effective work in the profession, he 
passed ½uite naturally (without realizing) 
through all the phases of modern painting, 
from Impressionism to Üpressionism, 
 auvism to ubism, all the way to Abstrac-
tionism. Although in his current phase 
he still cherishes the old materials and, 
perhaps, a preference for tempera (not to 
mention a fondness for the wall itself )Īhe 
no longer adapts his art to the artisanal 
styles of the civil construction of his youth. 
This nonetheless proves that a painter’s 
true school need not be the arts academy 
or specialized school (êr removed from 
the world of work and production), but the 
industrial apprenticeship of the day. In his 
growth as a painter, Volpi recreated the 
evolution of the artist, who, upon leaving 
the Middle Ages and Renaissance, the age 
of guilds, moved on to the modern age of 
free trade in which guilds were done away 
with and the separation between ĳfineĴ 
arts and ĳindustrialĴ arts became clear. 
8evertheless, having started out from the 
trade of mural decoration, he managed 
to reach the apeÜ of modern evolution. 
Perhaps this lent him the purity, artistic 
ingenuity, the dramatically precarious and 
rich manual crafting of his material, even 
in the most abstract or ĳconcreteĴ compo-
sitions of his latest phase. 
His tools and materials, however, are the 
same as those used in artisanal produc-
felt when told he was producing prose.  
This took place in 1924 in the old Palscio 
das IndÎstrias. Professional colleaguesĪ
all of them from ĳcivil constructionĴĪalso 
showed their work alongside his. >f his 
three works shown, oneĪMoa costuran-
do Ħioung woman sewingħĪwas purchased 
by its current owner for the sum of 400,000 
Reis. At last, master decorator Volpi was 
also recognized as a painter. He was then 
twenty-eight.  rom that day forth, his life 
was split into twoĕ on the one hand, the 
professional master-muralistĠ on the other, 
the individual artist, the easel painter. 
A master artificer became aware he was 
also an ĳartist.Ĵ But he realized, per-
haps with melancholy, that artificer and 
artist could no longer coeÜist , because 
the different types of clientele each of 
them served were incompatible. A mural-
ist worked for simple folk. Albeit rich or 
comfortable, many were former artisans 
or small businessmen themselves, most of 
them immigrantsĠ whereas the ĳnewĴ easel 
painter had to please a completely differ-
ent, peevish clientele— some of mod-
est means, others who were rich snobs, 
intellectuals or demanding amateurs with 
refined, individualistic tastes. In these, 
ĳismsĴ prevailedĠ in the others, tradition. 
The artist that Volpi is today was shaped 
and developed within the world of São 
Paulo artisans of the beginning of the 
century. chen, for this very reason, he was 
hailed a master, he had truly mastered all 
the techni½ues of wall and easel painting 
without having attended a single school, let 
alone an ĳartsĴ academy. He trained as an 
artist in the civil construction industry, and 
then evolved from the pure manual crafts-
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toni led him to forget Piero himself Ę 
Thus, the ĳprimitiveĴ or popular Volpi is 
less partial to PieroĪthe patriarch of the 
RenaissanceĪthan to an artist of much 
less renown, and a Byzantine one at thatĠ 
one who is even less condescending with 
regard to the pleasures of sensory mat-
ter and pays less attention to detail and 
realism in his eÜteriors than the formidable 
creator of the frescoes in Arezzo’s Basilica 
of San  rancesco. 
Before going to Italy, his painting was 
already changing to a rigorous bidimen-
sionalityĪthat is, paintings without pure 
tonal modelling. >n his return, his muralist 
inclinations were reinforced. iet, with the 
eÜception of the brief but convincing eÜ-
periment of the little chapel of ĳthe corker 
hristĴ on the strada do Vergueiro ĦVer-
gueiro Roadħ in São PauloĪthe result of an 
initiative by a Dominican friar—our modern 
architects have not taken advantage of 
them to this day. However, this is not the 
painter’s lossĕ posterity can hold them ac-
countable for this scandalous omission. 
My arioca (Rio) brothers, here is Volpi. 
I thank the Museu de Arte Moderna for 
presenting him. Posterity shall remember 
his name. He is the master of his age. 
But the same is true of the whole of con-
temporary sensitivity, which prefers Giotto 
over Raêel and the mosaics of Ravenna to 
the Sistine hapel. 
8either a ĳnaiveĴ nor ĳprimitiveĴ painter, 
what characterizes him is his artisanal 
humility—the fruit of a profound pictorial 
knowledge. 8onetheless, he is as pure 
and simple as a true man of the people. 
ven as he constructs a êntastical city 
with the evocative power of metaphysical 
painting, he charms us with the childlike 
weather vanes, dolls, and puppets. Let 
it not be said, however, that his painting 
contains only gay and jovial, ingenuous or 
popular tonesĠ in some canvases, such as 
Barco ĦBoatħ and adeirinha ĦLittle chairħ, 
that magical ability of isolating the object 
renders an atmosphere as dense as any in 
a canvas by Van Gogh. There is little use 
highlighting this or that ½uality or surprise 
in the painter’s work, for it is as varied and 
intense as a river. 
In 1950, Volpi, together with two painter 
friends, went to Italy, for the first time. He 
was fifty-fourĕ a fully-fledged artist who 
knew what he wanted. Here he found con-
firmation for what he was attempting to do 
in his own country. 
They spent thirty-five days in Venice. iet 
while his companions were doing outdoor 
paintings of êmous landmarks such as 
the Rialto bridge, Volpi went on fifteen 
or siÜteen private eÜcursions to Padua 
to contemplate the Giotto in the Scro-
vegno hapel. In Arezzo, he discovered 
Piero della  rancesca. But to this day, 
he confesses with astonishment that, in 
an eÜhibition of religious art he attended 
there, four or five canvases by Magari-
In celebration of the São Paulo Biennial’s 
fiftieth anniversary, the concrete poet 
Dcio Pignatari was commissioned to re-
view the early editions of the event for the 
 olha de São Paulo newspaper in 2001. 
In the article, Pignatari chose to recall a 
controversy that arose around the national 
painting award during the second Biennial 
in 195ÿ. That Pignatari was asked to re-
view that period comes as no surprise. The 
first Biennial in 1951 has become, after 
all, renowned for having awarded MaÜ Bill 
the international prize for sculpture, a êct 
that consolidated the significance of the 
then emergent local abstract geometrical 
and concrete art groups. The second edi-
tion, on the other hand, popularly known 
as the Guernica Biennial, surveyed, as 
had never been done before in Brazil, the 
pioneering efforts of uropean modern-
ism. Pignatari’s choice to remember how 
Alfredo Volpi at that prestigious occasion 
came to share the national painting prize 
with Di avalcanti seems however a little 
less straight forward. The controversy that 
the concrete poet recounted is neverthe-
less highly revelling of the role Volpi would 
assume within mid-twentieth century Bra-
zilian artĕ a role that, as this essay and the 
eÜhibition that it accompanies will demon-
strate, places Volpi at the cross-roads of 
Brazilian modern art. 
ALFREDO 
VOLPI: 
AT THE  
CROSSROADS 
OF BRAZILIAN 
MODERN 
ART1
 
by Michael Asbury
1   This title is borrowed from 
Gonzalo Aguilar’s book Poesia 
oncreta Brasileiraĕ as vanguar-
das na encruzilhada modernista. 
São Pauloĕ DUSP, 2005  
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the sensibility of the gaze of an art critic, as 
we will see, it would be highly reductive to 
compare callis with Volpi. 
Read’s intervention nevertheless, as Pig-
natari suggested, had a significant impact 
on Volpi’s rise in the esteem of the local art 
circuitĕ literally from the São Paulo cultural 
periphery to one in which he was hailed as 
the great master of Brazilian art. 
The art critic Msrio Pedrosa, himself not 
directly associated with the modernismo 
movement but a member of the jury at the 
second Biennial, contributed significantly to 
such a shift. Pedrosa would organise a Volpi 
retrospective in 1957 in which he described 
the artist as the ĵBrazilian master of his time’. 
 our years later, Pedrosa dedicated a special 
gallery to Volpi at the 6th Biennial in 1961, 
when as director of the Museum of Modern 
Art in São Paulo, as was then customary 
practice, he had acted as the event’s artistic 
director, or curator in today’s terminology. 
>f course, Pedrosa’s interest in Volpi was 
not simply a conse½uence of the recogni-
tion and respect for the British art critic, 
yet he shared with Read an interest in af-
firming the intuitive and untrained charac-
ter of the artist. Volpi would represent for 
Pedrosa a critical link within the theoretical 
paradigm he had been developing since 
his studies on Gestalt Psychology – de-
veloped in his thesis ĵThe Affective 8ature 
of  orm in the cork of Art’ of 1949 – and 
his political views on the nature and the 
possibilities of art’s role within society. 
Pignatari himself appears to sympathise 
with Pedrosa’s position when he reviewed 
Volpi’s work at the 8ational Ühibition of 
oncrete art of 1956ĕ
leaving little to be imagined as to their po-
sition towards the earlier generation of São 
Paulo modernists. haracteristically, Pig-
natari’s review attacked in particular the 
Brazilian artistic commission at the second 
Biennial, amongst which key figures from 
modernismo were present. The concrete 
poet thus continues: 
iet the Brazilian group Ħof 
jurorsħ had not counted with 
the ethical integrity of Herbert 
Read, that great name of art 
criticism and literature from En-
gland (also a poet), who is said 
to have arguedĕ ĵIf there is so-
meone here who should receive 
a prize it is Alfredo Volpi’. Utter 
national shock. Read was ready 
to go to the press to denounce 
the plot. In the end, the prize 
was conceded to both, with 
Read insisting that Volpi’s name 
appeared first.5
ce may speculate that Volpi’s painting had 
caught the eye of the British art critic given 
Read’s admiration of an artist such as Alfred 
callis (1855-1942)ĕ a naf painter from St. 
Ives who was ĵdiscovered’ by Ben 8ich-
olson and Kit cood in the ornish fishing 
village in 1928. Read was so impressed by 
that self-taught painter that he included 
in his ground-breaking publication ĵArt 
8ow’ (19ÿÿ) an illustration of one of callis’ 
paintings, Harbour (19ÿÿ), a painting that 
8icholson had ac½uired. However, beyond 
emerged in São Paulo during the 1920s, 
becoming nationally consolidated in the 
19ÿ0s under the all encompassing term 
modernismo. They drew on representa-
tions of the Brazilian people, their eth-
nicities and habitsĕ a genre in which Di 
avalcanti’s own work was considered 
as eÜemplary. iet, if modernismo had by 
the 1940s and early 1950s become the 
accepted institutionalised êce of Brazil-
ian modern art, it had also not escaped 
its detractors. Already in 1942, Msrio de 
Andrade, one of the principle instigators 
of 1922 São Paulo Modern Art ceek, at 
the occasion of its twentieth anniversary, 
denounced the spirit of modernismo as 
a product of the beneêction of a par-
ticularly decadent sector of São Paulo 
societyĕ namely the coffee producing 
landowning elite.  or Alfredo Bossi, Msrio 
de Andrade’s speech constructed a set of 
oppositions that, whether sociologically 
precise or not, juÜtaposed the rural ĵaris-
tocracy’ versus the bourgeoisie, the São 
Paulo nobility versus Rio de /aneiro’s high 
society, the ĵmen of the land’ versus the 
immigrants, and the gratuity of decadence 
versus the good sense of those in eco-
nomic ascendance.3 Despite the êct that 
Msrio de Andrade had in 1944 ac½uired a 
work by Volpi, at the occasion of his first 
solo show and written a positive review 
of that eÜhibition for the  olha da Manhã, 
such juÜtapositions clearly placed Volpi as 
an artist on the periphery of São Paulo’s 
modernist circles.4
In the wake of the first São Paulo Bienni-
al – an event brought by the enterprising 
spirit of another Italian immigrant, ic-
cillo Matarazo – the concrete art group 
launched its Ruptura Manifesto in 1952 
 rom the very outset of his review, Pigna-
tari’s tone is polemicalĕ
At the 2nd Biennial, Ħėħ the /uri 
was composed of a miÜture of 
Brazilians and foreigners. The 
latter, at the first edition, had 
concerned themselves with the 
international prizes, taking little 
notice of the national represen-
tationĕ the Brazilians were left to 
share their cake as their taste de-
manded. Being as such the great 
Ħ2nd Biennial national paintingħ 
prize had already been promised 
to Di avalcanti.2
Di Cavalcanti had been one of the most 
outspoken protestors against the wave 
of abstraction, as he saw it, uncritically 
imported into the first Biennial. It was a 
position informed as much by ideology as 
a sense of artistic sensibility, one that saw 
abstraction as complicit with 8orth Amer-
ican cultural policy that acted very much 
to the detriment of the authentic themes 
of Brazilian modern art. Such themes had 
2   Pignatari, Dcio. Desvio para 
o concretoĕ special para a  olha, 
ADR8> SPIAL 2 Psginaĕ 
special-12,  olha de São Paulo, 
diãoĕ 8acional May 20, 2001
3   Bosi, Alfredo. > Movimento 
Modernista de Msrio de Andrade, 
Revista olo½uio-Letras, Portu-
gal 1972, reprinted inĕ Revista 
Literatura e Sociedade, n.7, 
2007, p.ÿ00
4   Mammi, Lorenzo. Volpi. São 
Pauloĕ osac 8aify, p.25
5   Pignatari, Dcio. Desvio para o 
concreto. op. cit.
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modern movement can hardly be 
placed within the artificial limits 
of nationality: it is a universal 
phenomenon yet universal in its 
individualism. The individuals 
learn with one another, but they 
learn how to best eÜpress their 
own vision of reality. ach one of 
these artists can be proud of ha-
ving created their own symbolic 
forms, within the modern idiom.8  
As art historian Lorenzo Mammi has sug-
gested, Volpi’s mature work stemmed from 
a divergent genealogical line compared 
to the French, post-cubist, sources of 
Brazilian modernismo. Mammi emphasises 
Volpi’s early work as a product of a gradual 
process of formal en½uiry, one that to a 
large eÜtent took place through practice 
and observation rather than formal art 
historical study.9  
Tracing Volpi’s early trajectory Rodrigo 
8aves states how the artist was not as 
isolated as Pedrosa had implied. Instead, 
8aves states how Volpi had direct contact 
with events considered as historical marks 
of Brazilian modernism and contact with 
artistic and intellectual circles.10 Such a êct 
is corroborated by Mammi who notes that 
Volpi attended the 1917 controversial eÜ-
hibition of eÜpressionist paintings by Anita 
Malêtti as well as  illipo Tommaso Mari-
netti’s 1926 public address in São Paulo. 
During the 1920s Volpi, as Mammi argues, 
had already suppressed in his painting the 
desire to merely reproduce nature but was 
already engaged with romanticist, impres-
sionist and later eÜpressionist genres. Such 
work earned him the Gold Medal at the 
1928 Salon at the Italiche Museum of  ine 
not the kind of flags that /asper /ohns, for 
eÜample, would later produce. They did 
not have the pretension of addressing the 
nation. Instead, Volpi’s little flags reflected 
a subjective vision of a particular local Bra-
zil, one that was nevertheless eÜpressed in 
an absolutely modern language. 
In this respect, Read’s statement that 
accompanied the British section at the 
195ÿ São Paulo Biennial seems perhaps 
more revealing of the significance that 
Volpi’s work would, in hindsight, repre-
sent for the Brazilians. That is to say, the 
notion of the universalism of modern art, 
so strongly defended by art critics such 
as Read and Pedrosa, was nevertheless 
inseparable from the national character 
and individual sensibilities as well as the 
art historical analysis based on the direct 
transmission of influence. 
>ne will note the influence 
Ħamongst the British artistsħ of 
the School of Paris, yet each 
one contributes with something 
strongly individual. It is therefore 
doubtful that there is some-
thing that could be considered 
characteristically British – the 
of the indigenous peoples as well as that of 
the interns of psychiatric hospitals. cithin 
such a broad scope, Volpi would become 
a paradigmatic artist that bridged the intui-
tive with the constructive, the spontaneous 
with the learned.  
Like callis, Volpi was a self-taught artist 
of modest background. However, Volpi’s 
painting of popular local themes, for which 
he received much recognition, such as 
those of house êades, festive flags and 
bunting, with their simple geometrical 
compositions, are often wrongly assumed 
to be naf. Invoking the relation between 
Volpi and the concrete art group, Pignatari 
in his 2001 review was keen to undo such a 
preconception – one that Read might have 
êllen victim to and Pedrosa, to a certain 
eÜtent, had encouragedĕ 
It was from that point that the 
São Paulo concrete art group (to 
which I belonged), under the lea-
dership of caldemar ordeiro, 
became enamoured with admira-
tion for Volpi, who I audaciously 
and polemically considered and 
still consider, as the ĵfirst and last 
great Brazilian painter’ who the 
ignorant, in the American êshion 
call the ĵpainter of little flags’.7
In Portuguese the term for ĵbunting’ does 
not eÜist, instead the diminutive of flag 
is used. Here Pignatary might have been 
using a rhetorical play on words, one 
that concurrently aligned Volpi and by 
eÜtension the concrete art group with an 
anti-American position, one that remained 
distinct from the Brazilianist themes 
reminiscent of modernismo. These were 
Volpi ignores what might be, 
theoretically, ĵgestalt’, ĵtopogra-
phy’, and such thingsĕ this fact 
constitutes an eÜcellent element 
in proving the ĵtheory of pure 
visuality’ – one of the princi-
ples that inform the concretist 
movement.6
If, for Pedrosa, abstraction ran against the 
implicit legacy of socialist realism present 
within the figurative modernist tradition 
in Brazil, it did so precisely because it 
pertained to an art historical genealogy that 
ran back to the revolutionary work of the 
Russian avant-garde. However, Pedrosa’s 
paradigm for art transcended the partisan-
ship of ĵisms’. He identified, for instance, 
the limitations of the notion of art’s autono-
my, he suggested that constructivist-orien-
tated abstraction tended towards an overly 
technicist approach as well as being critical 
of the subjective character of creativity 
defended by the likes of Andre Breton. 
iet Pedrosa’s general approach was affir-
mative, e½ually and concurrently defending 
abstraction, the art of the concretists, that 
6   Pignatari, Dcio. A Üposião 
de Arte oncreta e Volpi, Suple-
mento Dominical do Jornal de 
Brasil, 19ġ01ġ1957. Reprinted inĕ 
Augusto de ampos, Dcio Pig-
natari, Haroldo de ampos (eds). 
Teoria da Poesia oncretaĕ teÜtos 
crticos e manifestos 1950-1960. 
São Pauloĕ Livraria Duas idades, 
p.60 
7   Pignatari, Dcio. Desvio para 
o concreto. op. cit.
8   Read, Herbert. Great Britain 
section, Bienal de São Paulo, 
eÜhibition catalogue, São Paulo, 
195ÿ
9   Mammi, Lorenzo. Volpi. op. 
cit. p.14
10   8aves, Rodrigo. A ompleÜ-
idade de Volpi. 8ovos studos, 
Vol. 4, São Paulo, /uly, 2008
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The dynamic structure in his eÜ-
traordinary che½uered painting in 
white and red, where a refraction 
phenomenon takes place through 
the inteõerance of the elements 
(that reconscile themselves at 
the centre of the rectangular 
picture: the incidence of the 
eye), confers the same white two 
diverse ½ualities. This work is 
precisely a concretist work, even 
if for Volpi, probably it does not 
matter which ĵism’ it belongs to.15
>ther works by Volpi from the mid to the 
second half of the 1950s present clear 
constructivist-oriented compositions. This 
suggests an undisputed alignment with the 
concrete art group, as can be verified in 
several eÜamples present in this eÜhibition. 
Volpi’s participation in the  irst Ühibition 
of oncrete Art, held at the Museum of 
Modern Art in São Paulo in 1956, which 
travelled to Rio de /aneiro the following 
year, attests the level of his integration 
within that group. His inclusion in that 
eÜhibition raises nevertheless some inter-
esting issues with regard to the consen-
sual narratives on the concrete and later 
neoconcrete movements in Brazil.
Pignatari’s description of omposition in 
chite and Red is in this sense somewhat 
discordant with orthodoÜ definitions of 
concrete art. By dismissing the process 
through which the artist achieved the com-
position, Pignatari inadvertently associates 
Volpi with what would become a central 
tenet within the neoconcrete discourseĕ 
one which called for the sole critical focus 
on the finished work, rather than the pro-
cess which led to it.
integrates the concrete visual vocabulary, 
is at one and the same time the iconic ab-
stracted symbol that would thus deny an 
association with concrete art. The flag in 
Volpi’s work thus possesses an ambivalent 
role. It is a pivot through which the artist 
oscillates between representation and 
direct, concrete, geometric form.  
Pedrosa’s emphasis on Volpi’s pro-
gression from the craftsmanship of his 
profession as a painter-decorator to that 
of the professional artist hints at a pos-
sible reason for the concrete art group’s 
interest in the artist from Cambuci – the 
working-class and lower-middle-class 
São Paulo neighbourhood where Vol-
pi lived for most of his life.14 caldemar 
Cordeiro, the spokesman for the concrete 
art group in São Paulo, himself an artist of 
Italian origin, drew on Gramscian MarÜist 
theory to argue that the simplicity of the 
concrete geometric visual language held a 
direct appeal that transcended erudition.
It is true that Volpi did produce work 
that to all intents and purposes could be 
described as concrete art. Such is the 
case of omposião oncreta Branca e 
Vermelha (oncrete omposition in chite 
and Red) of 1955, one of the rare works 
that is titled and dated, a work Pignatari 
described as followsĕ
Such a brief summary of Volpi’s artistic 
trajectory prior to his ĵdiscovery’ by Her-
bert Read in 195ÿ suggests an artist with 
a solid foundation and awareness of 20th 
century movements with significant con-
nections with the local artistic milieu.
It is however one of Mammi’s remarks that 
would place Volpi more in relation with the 
sophistication of a Ben 8icholson rather 
than with the naf painter Alfred callis. In 
the late 19ÿ0s Volpi began fre½uenting the 
coastal town of Itanham where he came 
across the work of naf painter migliano 
de Souza. This encounter became one of 
the sources for his stylistic shift which can 
be noted in the paintings of house êades 
and later with the introduction of the bun-
ting motif.13 Volpi’s work did not progress 
in a linear êshion, several distinct themes 
and ĵstyles’ were worked on concurrently. 
chat is certain is that such shifts in Volpi’s 
techni½ue and compositions, as can be 
noted with the adoption of naf-like motifs 
following his encounter with the works of 
migliano de Souza, or in the switch in 
techni½ue from oil on canvas to tempera, 
were taken consciously, as opposed to 
being the product of the whims of an un-
trained, intuitive artist.
Volpi over the course of the 1950s, 
whether due to the adulation or a sincere 
aesthetic identification, approÜimated 
himself to concrete art. iet he did so 
arguably contradicting the very premises 
of the movement. oncrete art emerged, 
after all, from Theo van Doesburg’s rejec-
tion of the notion of art abstracting from 
nature that was already implicit within 
the cubist legacy. The flag, the graphic 
mechanism through which Volpi’s work 
Arts for artists of Italian descent. Italian art 
from Giotto to that of the of the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, together with 
a working class and lower middle class net-
work of Italian artists living in São Paulo is 
said to have informed Volpi’s long appren-
ticeship in fine art.11
The participation within the local Salons 
continued with varying success and in the 
19ÿ0s Volpi integrated the circle of the 
Santa Helena groupĕ an artist studio com-
posed of artists many of which of Italian 
origins. Key protagonists of modernismo 
would occasionally participate in meet-
ings organised by the group, figures such 
as Srgio Millet, Bruno Giorgi, Lasar Se-
gall and Tarsila do Amaral. In 19ÿ8 Volpi 
had the opportunity to see the work of /o-
seph Albers, an artist he claimed to have 
always admired. Several accounts also 
state how Volpi had absorbed the work of 
ezanne at the occasion of the eÜhibition 
of  rench Art ĵ rom David to Picasso’ 
held in 1940 in São Paulo. Volpi is also 
said to have been influenced by artists 
such as >swaldo Goeldi, considered as 
a uni½ue figure of eÜpressionist sensibil-
ity within Brazilian art. Lasar Segall, the 
Lithuanian eÜpressionist who became a 
central figure within the 1920s São Paulo 
modern art movement, also held a signifi-
cant role in Volpi’s formation.12      
11   Seeĕ Mammi, Lorenzo. Volpi. 
op. cit.
12   ibid.
13   ibid. p.105
14   Seeĕ Pedrosa’s essay on Volpi, 
reprinted in this catalogue.
15   Pignatari, Dcio. A Üposião 
de Arte oncreta e Volpi , op. cit. 
p.60
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eÜpansions unfolded in  ranz 
ceissmann’s sculpturesĠ Lygia 
Pape’s woodcuts of Tecelares 
series (1955-59), and this invol-
ves their simultaneous manual 
and geometric implications, and 
so on and so forth.17
Volpi certainly did not distinguish his 
friends according to artistic affiliations. 
Over the turn of the decade, from the 
1950s to the 1960s, he was as close to 
concretists as to neoconcretists. The 
eÜtent to which his work approached con-
crete art or the impact it had on subse-
½uent neoconcrete eÜperiments, as 8aves 
convincingly suggests, is not the principle 
issue at stake here. 
The compleÜity, to use 8aves’ terminol-
ogy, that envelops both Volpi’s work and 
persona, serves a more disruptive pur-
pose as I see it. It brings into disarray the 
art historical orthodoÜies that emphasise 
the apparently irreconcilable dichotomies 
between Modernismo and the Brazilian 
constructivist avant-gardes, between 
concrete art and neoconcretism, between 
the erudite and the popular in contempo-
rary art. Perhaps Pedrosa was not wrong to 
affirm Volpi’s position as a social outsider. 
Volpi emerged from his peripheral migrant 
condition to find his rightful place in a 
country beginning to come to terms with its 
own ĵother’ self. The 1960s saw a shift in 
cultural practice that turned the construc-
tivist avant-gardes towards the popular 
culture, one in which artists became inter-
ested once again in the customs, festiv-
ities and the spontaneous creative spirit 
of the Brazilian people. That effervescent 
moment, so brutally interrupted by the Mil-
art historically significant. This êct did not 
escape the attention of Rodrigo 8aves who 
argued thatĕ
Perhaps most of Volpi’s oeuvre 
within the constructive art’s 
sphere of influence is closer to 
the aestheticism of concrete art. 
Several other works, however, 
feature solutions Ħėħ which imply 
a deeper involvement with neo-
concrete art.16
 or 8aves the compleÜity of Volpi’s work 
reveals the very contradictions present 
within that optimistic moment of rapid in-
dustrialisation of the nation. His stubborn 
artisan processes that combined sophis-
ticated colourist and formal skills with the 
most unpretentious themes and motifs, his 
very personal incorporation of the modern-
ist tradition, would have a profound impact 
on a generation of artists that followed. 
8aves concludes his study by arguing thatĕ
To the best of my knowledge, it 
is almost impossible to consi-
der Hlio >iticica’s pigmented 
B²lides series (196ÿ-67) without 
acknowledging the influence of 
Volpi’s canvases, in which the 
pigments are barely hidden. 
Moreover, Amilcar de Castro 
used to consider Volpi the top 
Brazilian artist, and I believe de 
astro’s displaced-cutout sculp-
tures owe a debt to Volpi’s tonal 
passages. The becomes endlessĕ 
the foldings of the Bichos series 
(1960-6ÿ) by Lygia larkĠ Alusio 
arvão’s paradigmatic Grupo 
 rente ubocor (1960)Ġ certain 
The dichotomy between the mathemati-
cal basis ruling concrete art production is 
often juÜtaposed with the more intuitive 
approach pursued by the neoconcrete 
artists who published their manifesto in 
1959ĕ a divergence that was evidenced at 
the national concrete art eÜhibition.
Volpi’s role within that eÜhibition was natu-
rally ambivalent and therefore all the more 
16   8aves, Rodrigo. A ompleÜ-
idade de Volpi. 8ovos studos, 
Vol. 4, São Paulo, /uly, 2008
In the originalĕ
Talvez a maioria das pinturas 
de Volpi influenciadas pelo 
construtivismo se aproÜime mais 
da esttica concretista. ontudo, 
vsrios outros trabalhos apre-
sentam solu¹es Ħėħ bem mais 
afeitas ws preocupa¹es dos 
neoconcretistas.
17   Ibid.
In the originalĕ
Penso ser praticamente impos-
sivel considerar os B²lides de 
pigmento de Hlio >iticica sem 
pensar nessas telas ½ue mal 
ocultam os pigmentos ½ue a 
compuseram. Amilcar de astro 
julgava Volpi o maior artista 
brasileiro e acredito ½ue suas 
esculturas de corte e desdobra-
mento devem muito ws passagens 
tonais do pintos.  a lista poderia 
ir longeĕ as dobras dos Bichos 
de Lygia lark, o ubocor de 
Alusio arvão, certos desdobra-
mentos de  ranz ceissmann, as 
hilografias de Lygia Pape e suas 
implica¹es, ao mesmo tempo, 
manuais e geometrcas etc
itary coup of 1964, hailed Volpi as the eÜ-
traordinary painter who was at one and the 
same time a man of the peopleĕ a rare êct 
in Brazil to this day. Volpi in his simple but 
sophisticated aesthetic consistency, along 
an artistic career that spanned most of the 
twentieth century, traversed modernismo 
and the constructivist avant-gardes to 
find his place in the foundation of Brazilian 
contemporary art. This is the uni½ue place 
that Volpi holds, one at the crossroads of 
Brazilian modern art.  
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1911-1914
Alfredo attended school until 
12 years of age, when he began 
working in the binding section 
of a typographic shop.  He then 
became an assistant decorative 
painter for residences and was 
soon promoted to ĳdecoratorĴ. 
He produced his first paintings on 
wood and cardboardĕ small land-
scapes and everyday scenes.
1918-1925 
 
cith the artist >rlando Tar½unio, 
he painted a decorative mural 
for the Military Hospital in São 
Paulo. >rlando encourages Volpi 
to paint. Volpi then participated 
in the Segunda Üposião Geral 
de Belas Artes da Sociedade 
Paulista de Belas Artes (Second 
General Ühibition of  ine Arts of 
the Paulista Society of  ine Arts).
1927
Met Benedita da onceião (/u-
dite), whom he married in 194ÿ.
 
 
Alfredo Volpi was born  
in Lucca, Italy,  
on 14th April 1896.
He was the third child 
of Ludovico di Luigi and 
Giuseppa Gasparini.
In >ctober 1898, the  
Volpi êmily immigrated  
to Brazil.
1933
Participated in the hhhIh 
Üposião Geral de Belas Artes 
(hhhIh General Ühibition of  ine 
Arts), receiving a Bronze Medal. 
Met  rancisco Rebolo.
1934
Participated in the 1ú  Salão Pau-
lista de Belas Artes ( irst Paulista 
Salon of  ine Arts). Attends live 
model painting sessions at the 
Palacete Santa Helena, with 
Rebolo, nanini, Manoel Martins, 
Humberto Rosa, Pennacchi, Bon-
adei and l²vis Graciano, among 
others. Together, these artists 
painted scenes of the outskirts 
of São Paulo. The name, Grupo 
Santa Helena, was coined only in 
1941 by critic Srgio Milliet.
1935
Ühibited at the III Salão Paulista 
de Belas Artes and was awarded 
a Bronze Medal.
Painted landscapes, portraits and 
still-life paintings with impres-
sionist features.  
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1943
Married /udite and his daughter 
ugnia Maria was born.
Ühibited at the  hLIh Salão 
8acional de Belas Artes and at 
the >sirarte eÜhibition held at  
M8BA, both in Rio de /aneiro. 
Participated in the Üposião 
antieiÜista (Anti-AÜis Ühibition), 
in São Paulo.
1944
Held his first solo eÜhibition at 
the Its Gallery, São Paulo, with 
an introductory teÜt by Msrio 
Schenberg. Msrio de Andrade 
purchased a seascape.
Participated in the Üposião 
de Arte Moderna (Modern Art 
Ühibition) in Belo Horizonte, the 
Ih Salão do Sindicato dos Artistas 
Plssticos  and a new group eÜhi-
bition at the >sirarte Atelier. Took 
part in the Üposião de pintura 
moderna brasileira (Brazilian 
Modern Painting Ühibition) that 
travels to ngland.
This marked a period of eÜper-
imentationĕ reducing form and 
beginning the use of tempera. 
1945
Participated in group eÜhibitions 
at the Benedetti Gallery and the 
Itapetininga Gallery, São Paulo. 
cith other artists, he worked on 
the decoration for a arnival Ball 
where the proceeds were used 
to found the lube dos Artistas 
e Amigos da Arte (Artists and 
 riends of the Arts lub).
1940
Participated in the III Salão da 
 amlia Artstica Paulista and the  
hLVI Salão 8acional de Belas 
Artes, both in  Rio de /aneiro. 
Ühibited his work at the  VI 
Salão do Sindicato dos Artistas 
Plssticos, SP, and the Salão de 
Belas Artes, in Rio Grande do 
Sul (RS).
1941
Visited the Üposião de Arte 
 rancesa ( rench Art Ühibition) 
where he admired works by Van 
Gogh, zanne, Dufy and Ma-
tisse, among others. Participated 
in the 1o Salão de Arte da  eira 
8acional de IndÎstrias ( irst Art 
Salon of the 8ational Industries 
 air), SP.
Awarded a Silver Medal at the  
hLVII Salão 8acional de Belas 
Artes, Rio de /aneiro (R/), and 
first prize in a contest organized 
by the SPHA8 (8ational Historic 
and Artistic Heritage Service). 
Participated in the I Salão da 
>sirarte ( irst >sirarte Salon), 
São Paulo.
1942
Ühibited at the hLVIII Salão 
8acional de Belas Artes, RJ, and 
at the VII Salão do Sindicato dos 
Artistas Plssticos, SP. Met Msrio 
Schenberg, who purchased a 
seascape of Itanham.
1936
Participated in the Üposião de 
pe½uenos ½uadros (Small Pic-
tures Ühibition) at the Sociedade 
Paulista de Belas Artes, and the 
IV Salão Paulista de Belas Artes.
1937
Took part in the 1a Üposião da 
 amlia Artstica Paulista ( irst 
Ühibition of the Paulista Artistic 
 amily).  Recently arrived from 
urope, Bruno Giorgi admired 
VolpiƄs work and introduces him 
to Srgio Milliet.  Met rnesto 
de  iori.
1938
Painted the chapel of the 
Morganti plant, in Piracicaba. 
Participated in the 2o Salão de 
Maio (Second May Salon), in São 
Paulo city and the  IV Salão do 
Sindicato dos Artistas Plssticos 
(IV Salon of the Union of Visual 
Artists), São Paulo.
1939
Participated in the II Salão da 
 amlia Artstica Paulista and the 
V Salão do Sindicato dos Artistas 
Plssticos, São Paulo. Travelled to 
Itanham on weekends to meet 
/udite, who for medical reasons 
had moved to the beach town. 
There he met naf painter myg-
dio de Souza.
In Itanham, he began to pursue 
an entirely personal path in his art.
1953 
Participated in the II Bienal de 
São Paulo and received the award 
as Best 8ational Painter, eÜ 
ae½uo with Di avalcanti.
Also received the Ac½uisition 
award from Unesco.
1954
Participated in the hhVII Bien-
nale di Venezia and the Üposião 
Brazileira (Brazilian Ühibition) 
at the Galleria 8azionale d’Arte 
Moderna in Rome. Travelled to 
Bahia with Theon Spanudis.
Produced a series of works 
inspired by details of Baro½ue 
architecture and began to paint 
masts and flags. 
1955
Inaugurated his third solo eÜhibi-
tion at the Tenreiro Gallery, São 
Paulo. Participated in an eÜhibi-
tion at the arnegie Institute in 
PittsburghĠ the III Bienal de São 
Paulo and the IV Salão Paulista 
de Arte Moderna.
1950
Participated in the hhV Biennale 
di Venezia. Travelled to urope 
with Msrio nanini and Paulo 
Rossi >sir, staying for 6 months. 
He stayed longer in Italy admiring 
Giotto, Piero della  rancesca and 
Margaritone d’Arezzo.
Began painting êcades and 
accentuates the process of form 
reduction.
1951
Participated in the group eÜ-
hibition at the >sirarte Atelier. 
Ühibited at the  I Salão Paulista 
de Arte Moderna ( irst Paulista 
Salon of Modern Art) and at the I 
Biennial of São Paulo. Produced 
mural paintings and designed 
stained glass windows for the 
risto >peìrio chapel, all in São 
Paulo. Psychoanalyst and art 
critic Theon Spanudis discovered 
Volpi, regularly purchased his 
works and promoted them among 
other art critics.  
1952
Ühibited at the hhVI Biennale di 
Venezia, receiving the Ac½uisition 
award. Participated in the eÜhi-
bition ĳVolpi, nanini, RossiĴ, at 
the  Instituto ultural (talo-Bra-
sileiro (Brazilian-Italian ultural 
Institute), São Paulo.
Is awarded a Silver Medal and 
an Üempt from /ury ertificate 
at the 1o Salão 8acional de Arte 
Moderna, R/.
1946
>pened a solo eÜhibition at 
Domus, the first modern art 
gallery in São Paulo. Participated 
in group eÜhibitions in hile and 
Argentina. Received the Msrio de 
Andrade Award at the h Salão do 
Sindicato dos Artistas Plssticos, 
São Paulo.
1947
Participated in a group eÜhibi-
tion at the Domus Gallery and 
at the hI Salão do Sindicato dos 
Artistas, both in São Paulo, and 
the Üposici²n de >sirarte, in 
Mendoza, Argentina.
1948
Ühibited at the hII Salão do 
Sindicato dos Artistas Plssticos at 
the Domus Gallery, SP, and in the 
group eÜhibition Art club, at the 
Livros de Arte Gallery, São Paulo.
1949
Participated in a group eÜhibi-
tion at the head½uarters of the 
Instituto dos Ar½uitetos do Brasil 
(Architects Institute of Brazil), 
RJ, and in the Üposião de 
pintura paulista (Paulista Paint-
ing Ühibition), also in Rio de 
/aneiro. Produced two murals for 
the São Luis Gonzaga Hospital, 
in São Paulo.
Participated in the  Primeiro 
Salão Baiano de Belas Artes 
( irst Bahia Salon of  ine Arts), 
in Bahia.
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1963
Ühibited at the Studium Gener-
ale in Stuttgart, Germany, with an 
introductory teÜt by MaÜ Bense. 
Participated in an eÜhibition 
at the Seta Gallery, SP, and at 
the gallery of the  Instituto dos 
Ar½uitetos do Brasil, SP. Murilo 
Mendes organized a solo eÜhi-
bition at the Galleria d’Arte della 
asa Brasil in Rome.
1964
Participated in the  
hhhII Biennale di Venezia.
1965
Held a solo eÜhibition at the 
Petite Galerie, R/.
1966
Honoured with a Special Room 
at the  I Bienal 8acional de 
Artes Plssticas, in BahiaĠ Theon 
Spanudis wrote the introductory 
teÜt. Took part in the eÜhibition 
> Grupo Santa Helena hoje (The 
Santa Helena Group Today), at 
the 4 Planetas Art Gallery, SP.
Painted the fresco Visão de Dom 
Bosco (Dom BoscoƄs Vision) at 
the  Itamaraty Palace in Braslia.
1967
Participated in the eÜhibition A 
 amlia Artstica Paulistaĕ trinta 
anos depois (The Paulista Artistic 
 amilyĕ ÿ0 iears later), at the 
Itslia Auditorium, SP.
1959
>ttone norlini organized an 
eÜhibition of VolpiƄs earlier works.  
Took part in eÜhibitions in 8ew 
iork and Tokyo. >pened a solo 
eÜhibition at the Gea Gallery, 
R/.  Took part in the eÜhibition 
Juarenta artistas do Brasil ( orty 
artists from Brazil), SP. Participat-
ed as a member of the selection 
jury of the V Bienal de São Paulo.
1960
>pened a solo eÜhibition at the 
São Luiz Gallery, SP. cillys de 
astro, designed the catalogue 
and in the introductory teÜt 
wrote his famous phraseĕ ĳVolpi 
paints VolpisĴ.
His little flags, along with his ê-
cades, masts and boats ac½uired 
movement.
1961
Honoured with a Special Room 
at the VI Bienal de São PauloĠ 
presenting around ninety of his 
worksĠ with an introductory teÜt 
by Msrio Schenberg.
1962
Participated in the hhhI Biennale 
di Venezia. Held a solo eÜhibi-
tion at the Petite Galerie, R/. 
Participated in the  Primera 
Bienal Americana de Arte, held 
in ²rdoba and in Buenos Aires, 
Argentina. The introductory teÜt 
was by Ant³nio Bento.
1956
Held a solo eÜhibition at the 
MAM-SP (São Paulo Museum of 
Modern Art). Participated in the 
eÜhibition Juatro mestres, ½uatro 
vis¹esĕ Barsotti, Ianelli, Tomie, 
Volpi ( our masters, four visionsĕ 
Barsotti, Ianelli, Tomie, Volpi)  at 
the Sim¹es de Assis Art Gallery 
in Parans. cas discovered by 
the concrete artists and miÜed 
with artists and poets, especial-
ly  iaminghi and Dcio Vieira. 
Participates, as an invited artist, 
in the 1a Üposião 8acional 
de Arte oncreta ( irst 8ational 
Ühibition of oncrete Art) at the 
MAM-SP.
Üperienced the so-called 
concrete phase, in which he 
produced formal solutions with 
geometric rigor. 
1957
Participated in the IV Bienal de 
São Paulo. Took part in the Arte 
Moderno del Brasil eÜhibition 
which travelled throughout 
Latin America. Msrio Pedrosa 
organized at the MAM-R/, the 
first Volpi retrospective, showing 
around siÜty of his works. Par-
ticipated in the Rio de Janeiro 
edition of the I Üposião de Arte 
Concreta at the MEC, R/.
1958
Received the Guggenheim 8a-
tional Award for Brazil. Produced 
frescoes and designed vestments 
for the >ur Lady of  stima chapel 
in Braslia,  ederal District, de-
signed by >scar 8iemeyer.
Returned to the theme of êcades 
and small flags. 
1974
Ühibited at the  Ipanema Art 
Gallery, R/, with the introducto-
ry teÜt by /os Roberto TeiÜeira 
Leite.
Participated in the eÜhibition 
Juatorze artistas do Brasil 
moderno ( ourteen artists from 
modern Brazil) at the M, SP.
1975
The MAM-SP presented a Volpi 
retrospective comprising over 
three hundred works. The intro-
ductory teÜt is by Paulo Mendes 
de Almeida. Participated in the 
eÜhibitions Quarenta anos do 
Grupo Santa Helena (40 iears 
of the Santa Helena Group) at 
the Pao das Artes, SP,  and  O 
modernismo de 1917 a 19ÿ0 
(Modernism from 1917 to 19ÿ0) 
at the  Lasar Segall Museum, SP.
Received the Pero Vaz de 
aminha Medal.
1976
Ühibited at the osme Velho Gal-
lery, SP, and participated in the 
eÜhibition >s artistas e a >livetti 
(Artists and >livetti) at the MASP. 
At the MA, /os Pancetti, from 
Campinas, held a retrospective 
Volpiĕ a visão essencial (Volpiĕ 
the essential vision), with teÜt and 
curatorship by >lvio Tavares de 
AraÎjo. Held a solo eÜhibition at 
the Instituto dos Ar½uitetos do 
Brasil, RS. Took part in the group 
eÜhibitionsĕ Arte brasileira do 
sculo hh: caminhos e tendncias 
(Brazilian Art in the hh centuryĕ 
paths and trends) at the Arte 
Global Gallery, SP, and Brasil 
- Artistas do sculo hh (Brazil – 
Artists in the hh entury) in Paris.  
1972
His wife, /udite, died.
Participated in group eÜhibitions 
“Semana de 22 - Antecedentes e 
conse½unciasĴ (The ceek of 22ĕ 
Antecedents and onse½uences) 
at the MASP, Temstica brasileira 
(Brazilian Themes) at Pao das 
Artes, SP, and Grupo Santa Hel-
ena: desenhos (The Santa Helena 
Groupĕ drawings) at the Azulão 
Gallery, SP. The Barcinski Gallery 
in Rio de Janeiro presented Al-
fredo Volpiĕ alguns trabalhos se-
lecionados (1925ġ1972) (Alfredo 
Volpiĕ some selected works).
The MAM-R/ held an eÜhibition 
showing about 200 of the artistƄs 
works, with  Aracy AmaralƄs 
curatorship.
1973
Participated in the eÜhibition 
>ito pintores do Grupo Santa 
Helena (ight painters from 
the Santa Helena Group) at the 
Uirapuru Gallery, SP. Partic-
ipated in the 1a Üposião 
Brasil-/apão de Artes Plssticas 
( irst Brazil-/apan Ühibition of 
 ine Arts), SP.  Ühibited at the 
osme Velho Gallery, SP.
Received the  Anchieta MedalĠ 
the title of  Grão-Mestre da >r-
dem do Rio BrancoĠ the >rder of 
Merit from the Italian RepublicĠ 
the Global Personality from the 
State Government and an award 
from the São Paulo Association 
of Art Critics.
1968
Participated in the eÜhibition 
oleão Tamagni (Tamagni  
ollection), at the MAM-SP.
1969
>pened the solo eÜhibition 20 
anos (1948-1968) na pintura de 
Alfredo Volpi (20 iears (1948-
1968) in the paintings of Alfredo 
Volpi), at the osme Velho 
Gallery, SP. Introductory teÜt by 
Maria ugnia  ranco.
1970
Participated in the  Panorama de 
Arte Atual Brasileira (Panorama of 
urrent Brazilian Art) eÜhibition at 
the MAM-SP. Received the Best 
Painter award. 
Took part in the eÜhibition at the 
Astria Gallery, SP. Ühibited at 
the Petite Galerie, R/, with the 
introductory teÜt by larival do 
Prado Valladares.
olor began to predominate over 
form, though he continued to 
use the same elementsĕ êcades, 
small flags and masts.
1971
Ühibited at the Ralph amargo 
Gallery, SP, and at the Astria 
Gallery, SP. Received the  
Golfinho de Ouro (Golden 
Dolphin) award for the best  
eÜhibition held in 1970.
From the movement conferred to 
his masts and ribbons, he begins 
his phase known as kinetics.
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1980
Ühibited at the >swaldo Goeldi 
Gallery in Braslia,  ederal 
District. The A Ponte Gallery, 
SP, held the eÜhibition Volpiĕ 
as pe½uenas grandes obras 
(Volpiĕ great small works) with an 
introductory teÜt by >lvio Tavares 
de AraÎjo. In Rio de /aneiro, the 
Acervo Gallery held the eÜhibition 
Tmperas de Alfredo Volpi (Alfre-
do VolpiƄs tempera).
1981
Participated in group eÜhibitionsĕ 
Arte transcendente (Transcen-
dent Art) at the MAM-SP, Do 
moderno ao contempoîneo na 
oleão Gilberto hateaubriand 
( rom modern to contemporary 
in Gilberto hateaubriandƄs ol-
lection) at the MAM-RJ, Artistas 
Brasileiros da primeira metade 
do sculo hh (Brazilian artists in 
the first half of the hh century) 
at the Pierre halita  oundation 
in Alagoas, Rebolo e os pintores 
do Santa Helena (Rebolo and the 
Santa Helena painters) at the Dan 
Gallery, SP. And solo eÜhibitionsĕ 
Volpi metafsico (Metaphysical 
Volpi) at the Metr³, SP, and Os 
primeiros anos e a dcada de 20 
(The first years and the 1920s) at 
the osme Velho Gallery, SP.
1982
Ühibited at the Ipanema Gallery, 
R/, and participated in the 
group eÜhibitions  Marinhas e 
Ribeirinhas (Seascapes and river 
scenes) at the Lasar Segall Mu-
seum, SP, and Do Modernismo 
w Bienal ( rom Modernism to the 
Biennial) at the MAM-SP.
1978
Took part in the eÜhibition As 
bienais e a abstraãoĕ a dcada 
de 50 (Biennials and abstractionĕ 
the 1950s decade) at the Lasar 
Segall Museum, SP. The osme 
Velho Gallery held the eÜhibition 
Alfredo Volpiĕ construtivismo. 
Tmperas (Alfredo Volpiĕ con-
structivism. Tempera).
Took part in the eÜhibition Arte 
agora III – Amrica Latinaĕ geo-
metria sensível (Art now III – Lat-
in Americaĕ sensitive geometry), 
organized by Roberto Pontual.
Received the Giuseppe Garibaldi 
Legion of Honour medal.
1979
Participated in the hV Bienal 
de São Paulo. Ühibited at the 
Ipanema Gallery, R/. Took part 
in group eÜhibitionsĕ oleão 
Theon Spanudis at the MAC-
USP, Juatro coloristasĕ Volpi, 
Boese, Barsotti, Thomaz ( our 
colouristsĕ Volpi, Boese, Barsotti, 
Thomaz) at the hristina  aria de 
Paula Gallery, SP, and Desenhos 
nos anos 40 (Drawings in the 40s) 
at the Msrio de Andrade Munici-
pal Library, SP.
Volpi surrenders to the delirium 
of colour in the series known as 
>givas (>gives).
 
 
Participated in the eÜhibitions 
Panorama da Arte Atual Brasileira 
(Panorama of urrent Brazilian 
Art) at the MAM-SP, oleão 
Theon Spanudis (Theon Spanudis 
ollection) at the MA-USP, Os 
sal¹es (The Salons) at the Lasar 
Segall Museum, SP, and Santeiros 
Imaginsrios (Image Makers) at the 
Pao das Artes, SP.
Received the >rder of Ipiranga 
and is honored at the Municipal 
hamber of São Paulo for his 
80th birthday. 
1977
Participated in the eÜhibition 
Grupo Santa Helena - Grupo 
Seibi (Santa Helena Group-Seibi 
Group) at the Armando Álvares 
Penteado  oundation, SP. Took 
part in the eÜhibition Projeto 
construtivo brasileiro na arte 
(Brazilian constructive art proj-
ect) organized by Aracy Amaral, 
at the Pinacoteca do stado de 
São Paulo.
Received the trophy Global 
Personality, the diploma Bandei-
rante do Brasil and the  rancisco 
Matarazzo Sobrinho trophy.
 
 
Timeline compiled by 
Denise Mattar from the 
catalogueĕ Volpi, MAM-
SP, 1972, organized by 
Aracy Amaral, and based 
on the timeline prepared 
by Aida Cordeiro for 
the bookĕ Volpi, Sonia 
Salztein, d. ampos 
Gerais – Silvia Roesler,  
Rio de /aneiro, 2000.
1986
MA-USP presented the eÜhibi-
tion Alfredo Volpiĕ 90 anos. Um 
Registro documental por aliÜto 
(Alfredo Volpiĕ 90 years. A docu-
mented record by aliÜto). >lvio 
Tavares de AraÎjo organized the 
retrospective Volpi 90 anos (Volpi 
90 years) at the MAM-SP. Took 
part in the eÜhibition Sete dcadas 
da presena italiana na arte 
brasileira (Seven decades of Italian 
presence in Brazilian art) at the 
Pao Imperial do Rio de /aneiro.
Received the  Gabriela Mistral 
 ine Arts Award from the >rgani-
zation of American States.
1987
The ontorno Gallery, R/, held 
the eÜhibition A. Volpi – >bras 
de diferentes dcadas (A. Volpi 
– corks from different decades). 
Participated in the show Mod-
ernidadeĕ arte brasileira do sculo 
hh (Modernityĕ Brazilian art from 
the hh century) held at the Muse 
dƄArt Moderne de la Ville de Paris 
in  rance.
1988
Took part in the Brazilian version 
of the eÜhibition Modernidade: 
arte brasileira do sculo hh at 
the MAM-SP, and Brasilianaĕ o 
homem e a terra (Brasilianaĕ man 
and land) at the Pinacoteca do 
stado de São Paulo.
Alfredo Volpi died in São Paulo 
city on 28th May, 1988.
1984
Participated in the eÜhibitions 
Retrato e auto-retrato da arte 
brasileira. oleão Gilberto 
Chateaubriand (Portrait and 
self-portrait of Brazilian art. 
Gilberto hateaubriand ollec-
tion) at the MAM-SP, Tradião e 
Ruptura (Tradition and Rupture) 
organized by the  Bienal de São 
Paulo  oundation, >s Grandes 
Mestres do Abstracionismo 
Brasileiro (The Great Masters 
of Brazilian Abstractionism) 
organized by the Sociedade de 
Amigos dos Museus do Brasil 
( riends of Brazilian Museums 
Society) shown in Madrid, Rome, 
Milan, The Hague, Lisbon, Paris, 
London, 8ew iork and cashing-
ton. The >scar Seìphico Gallery 
in Brasilia,  ederal District, held a 
solo eÜhibition.
1985
Dan Gallery, SP, held the eÜhi-
bition Volpi 89 anos (Volpi, 89 
years). The Bonino Gallery, R/, 
showed Alfredo Volpiĕ 1960-
1985. Took part in the eÜhibi-
tions: >bras raras (Rare corks) 
at the Ralph amargo Gallery, 
Juatro mestres, ½uatro vis¹esĕ 
Barsotti, Ianelli, Tomie, Volpi 
( our masters, four visionsĕ 
Barsotti, Ianelli, Tomie, Volpi) at 
the Sim¹es de Assis Art Gallery in 
Parans and a special room ĳA arte 
e seus materiais (Art and its ma-
terials) at the VIII Salão 8acional 
de Artes Plssticas,  unarte, R/.
The Pinacoteca do stado de 
São Paulo held the eÜhibition 
Osirarte where it presented tiles 
painted by Volpi.
58
Judite and Volpi. Photo published in Jornal 
do Brasil, beginning of the 50’s.
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